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1 - dear goddess
Trebeck: -_- Welcome back anyway lets take a look at the scores, Dukum is in second place with £-5626
Dukum: Only on a count on dice!
Trebeck: Great -_- Talia is in first place with £0
Talia: History
Trebeck: We haven’t started playing yet -_- and anyway Trec in third place with £-7896
Trec: *Smiles*
Trebeck: Better luck to all of you in the next round and the subjects are Potent potables, Books,
Therapists, Current US people, Show and tell, House hold objects and finally 1- letter words -_- Trec you
are in third place so the bored is yours
Trec: Well seeing as there are 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 er…7, seven different subjects umTrebeck: Dukum why don’t you pick
Dukum: Let’s try the rapists for 200
Trebeck: That’s therapists, not the rapists lets skip that and try house hold objects instead -_- and the
question is you usually drink water out of these
Dukum: A boot
Trebeck: No
Talia: A dish
Trebeck: That is awful -_- Trec
Trec: *Smiles* *Timer stops*
Trebeck: And you’re an idiot -_- The answer was a glass
Dukum: THEN THE DAY IS MINE!
Trebeck: >.> Alright it was Trec’s turn to choose a subject but seeing as he is a human wasteland I’ll let
Dukum pick again -_-

Dukum: Let’s try the rapists for 20
Trebeck: How about show and tell for 600 *holds up spanner* what is this object
Talia: It’s a lamp
Trebeck: No
Trec: *Smiles* *timer stops*
Trebeck: IT’S A FREAKING SPANNER! LIKE YOU ALL!
Trec: Of course it is
Dukum: YOU WOULDN’T KNOW THAT IF YOU DIDN’T HAVE THAT CARD IN FRONT OF YA! THIS
GUY READS FROM A CARD!

Trebeck: Whatever >.> Let’s try one letter words write a letter any letter
*2 Hours later*
Trebeck: There is no reason any of you should be writing this much, Trec actually killing someone over
there >.> OK lets get this over with -_- Dukum you wrote -_- nothing the question was to write a letter
and you got it wrong -_Dukum: HAHA
Trebeck: -_- Talia you drew a picture of an eye >.>
Talia: Well I is a letter isn’t it?
Trebeck: Are you Egyptian or retarded -_- And finally Trec apparently burying the person he just killed
now written the number 2 >.>
Trec: Ah ha the letter 2 my mate
Trebeck: No 2 is a number
Trec: Of course it is ^_^
Trebeck: And the show has reached a new low >.>
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